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Recently, a question arose among the volunteers at Sonnenberg Gardens who
guide visitors to the Thompson mansion. The question concerned the role
played by Frederick Ferris Thompson, his father John Thompson, and other family
members in creating the first paper money (banknotes) issued by the US
government. As asked, it seemed very simple.
Q: Did Frederick Ferris Thompson’s family really help develop the first currency?
The simple answer is yes, they did "help" develop the first currency. However,
there are a lot of caveats.
The Thompson Brothers and their father played a major role in the development
of the National Bank system and in the national, government controlled and US
government guaranteed, paper currency called National Bank Notes.
The Thompsons (father, sons, and associates) advocated for the passage of the
National Bank Acts of 1863 and 1864. Those laws created a system whereby
banks could get a congressional charter in exchange for submitting to federal
regulation and the purchase of US government bonds (to support the war
effort). By those laws the Union government was able to largely control the
money system and the national economy.
A bank with a charter under the National Bank Acts could issue National Bank
Notes starting in 1863. Those notes were issued by the local National Banks, but
were guaranteed by the US Treasury—something that had never happened
before. Those notes expanded the money supply and the economy. They also
cemented public support for the Union cause, because, “where your money is
there will your heart be also.”
During the war, The Geneva National Bank and the 1st National Bank of
Canandaigua (not the present CNB) both issued National Bank Notes. There
were several more National Banks in Rochester and other communities in this
area.
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Below is an 1865 note from Geneva. Note that the bill carries the name of the
Geneva National Bank, but also has the seal of the US Treasury.

A National Bank Note inspired confidence in the people and could be freely
accepted throughout the nation. The Rochester bill below is an example.

National Bank Notes were secured by government bonds and were not
redeemable in gold or silver.
The Thompsons got one of the earliest charters for a National Bank in New York
City. The local announcement of their new bank (conversion of Thompson
Brother’s Bank to a National Bank) is shown below. That bank is now a
component of CitiBank, NA.
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Ontario County Republican Times, July 15, 1863.
Subsequently, congress taxed the notes issued by state chartered banks out of
existence. New York did a fairly good job regulating banks, but no state could
do an adequate job and state bank notes had been a serious problem for
decades.
A money shortage caused many local governments and businesses to issue
scrip during the Civil War, as well. That was also taxed out of existence as the US
government took control of the money supply and the economy.
Here are some examples of local scrip issued during the war. Notice that the
denominations of the scrip were all fractions of a dollar.
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William “Billy” Marks was a prominent Naples undertaker
and business man who was a friend of Frederick
Douglass and noted participant in the Underground
Railroad.
Since the availability of small change was a problem for the US economy during
the war, the US government itself began to issue “fractional currency” through
the Post Offices in 1862. An example is shown below.
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The Thompsons played no role in physically or artistically designing the new
national currency. The design of all the National Bank Notes issued during the
Civil War (and for years afterward) had similarities and differences peculiar to
individual banks, as the previous illustrations show.
Frederick Thompson's father played a leading role in controlling, and ultimately
eliminating, the old largely uncontrolled, private and state-authorized bank
currencies. John Thompson bought out a “Bank Note Reporter” that illustrated
“good” bank notes and warned consumers and bankers about “broken bank”
notes that should not be accepted. In that way, John Thompson laid the
groundwork for the new national currency issued during the Civil War.
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Thompson’s Banknote Reporter is still published as the “American Banker and
Financial News.” John Thompson’s idea was not new, but he really promoted it
and published the best known bank note reporter after 1839. More information
on this publication can be found at: Image from the American Banker Internet
site
at:
http://www.americanbanker.com/175/from-thompson-bank-notereporter-1041130-1.html (Accessed Oct. 15, 2015).
Since the early national period right after the Revolution, bank charters allowed
banks to issue banknotes (currency). States later tried to regulate the banks and
their notes, but it was largely futile. Below is a banknote from the Bank of Utica
that operated a branch in Canandaigua after 1815.

This note is in the collection of the Ontario County Historical Society.
It was common for early state chartered banks to issue banknotes in
odd denominations. Often, that related to turnpike fees and other
set prices consumers dealt with on a daily or weekly basis.
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This local “broken bank” note is the kind of bill that “Thompson’s
Bank Note Reporter” was designed to identify for bankers and
consumers. The Wayne County Bank of Palmyra failed in 1840,
despite the fact that it was a member of the New York Safety Fund,
an early state version of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
The US government issued several kinds of paper bills, other than National Bank
Notes, starting in 1861 that were outside the National Bank Act. Their legal status
is debated to this day. While the Thompsons’ state chartered bank; and then
their National Bank; dealt with that fact, they played no role in creating the
Demand Notes, United States Notes, or interest bearing notes issued during the
war.

This Demand Note of 1861 was questionably legal and you can
see that it does not carry the seal of the Treasury, even though it
says that it is payable “on demand.” People accepted it
because it could be accepted in payment of taxes (“public
dues”). The green colored back of the note established the color
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precedent that today prompts us to call our banknotes
“greenbacks.”

This is a United States Note. It was made legal tender by Congress in
1862, but was payable only in US government bonds, not in gold or
silver. It also would be accepted in payment of taxes.

Interest Bearing Notes were issued by the US government starting in
1861. They were an early version of US Savings Bonds except that
they circulated as dollar bills. They originally had detachable
coupons that could be clipped and redeemed at six-month
intervals.
In summary, the Thompsons “help” with our currency was in advocating for the
new National Bank system, participating in the system by converting their bank
into a National Bank, and promoting the use of National Bank Notes.
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There are a couple of other important facts related to the story of our first
federal currency, one of which has local connections. Congress used its taxing
power to eliminate the widely used, but unreliable, state and local banknotes
and scrip issued both before and during the Civil War.
In addition, there were several new federal taxes enacted by Congress to help
pay for the war, including our first income tax. Studio photographs, bank
checks, even purchase receipts from stores were taxed. A new agency was
needed to collect and regulate the response to the new taxes, the Internal
Revenue Service.
When the Internal Revenue Act was passed in 1862, an entire system of federal
tax collectors was required. One of them was Myron H. Clark, father of Mary
Thompson (F. F. Thompson’s wife). The document below is an IRS receipt he
signed here in Canandaigua in 1863.

Payment of the new federal taxes on photographs, bank checks,
commercial invoices, etc. was made through the purchase of tax
stamps. This stamp was attached to a document from the First
National Bank of Canandaigua in 1864.
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From 1791-1811; and from 1816-1836; there were two successive Banks of the
United States that issued banknotes and tried to report on “broken banks.” It was
a public-private enterprise chartered by Congress, but was never part of the US
government, although government money was invested in it and the
government owned about 20% of its stock. It operated as our first quasi central
bank. Many people mistakenly believe that bills like the one illustrated below
were the first US government currency.

The termination of the Bank of the United States (1836), largely due to
Jacksonian politics, introduced a period of “wild cat” banking and was a major
reason for the start-up of the banknote reporters like the one published by John
Thompson starting in 1839.
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